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P~cific University. 
In :.i_ artial Fulfillment of the Hequirements for the Degree: 
Doctor of Optometry 
BY 
c. 1:J'. HO 
D .l···T. (~iRLTCH 
The follm·ring glossary is a greatly condensed sur-
vey of optometric terminolo~y devised specifically for 
persons in professions affiliated with Optometry, and 
for othArs in adjacent professions such as snecial ed-
ucation teachers. These people frequently do not have 
access to a prof e ssional library, yet wish at times to 
make a sunerficial inquiry into a lexicon of vision 
science terminology. 
Care has been taken to include tbose ~-vords Hh:i.ch 
might conceivably apnear in a written or verbal comm-
unique' from an optometrist to another professional 
in an adjacent field or to a nerson in some ancillary 
profession. Many asrlects of such a communicati.on 1.1TAre 
considered in preparing tbe glossary• 
Definitions and explanations have been supplied 
for each term chosen in language th<Jt J..,Ji ll · .. e easily 
comprehensible for those employing this ~lossary. 
Our method in prenarinp; each definition 1N"as to accum-
ulate as much information as was necessary to adequately 
explain the term comprehensively, and then to condense, 
refine, and simplify the material into a concise and 
comprehensible definition. Each of thA tBrms and B.cc-
orrroanying definitions was then submitted to two people 
comrletely unrelatr-;d to the fielo of vision scirmce 
for their opinion and recommend8tions concerning their 
ability to discPrn what we had written. 
Having com,~leted this process for anproxima.tely one 
hundred ophthalmic terms, ~.rc decided to limit t1:le length 
of each definition within a range of from fifty to sev-
enty-five words each. In some few cases a term demanded 
only a brief definition or description, and in the in-
t0rest of accuracy and brevity, WA so complied. It is 
our contention and our hooe that this n~oject will be 
of genuine use to those tvilo refer to it. 
No attempt has been made to distinp:,uish in any \,Jay 
between the various types of ophthalmic practitioners 
through jmrlication or connotation in any of the def-
initions. Our bibliography \vas consistent Hi th this 
attitude, drawing from all fields of vision sciBnce with 
impartiality. 
It is our hope that t~is glossary will be consid-
ered a candidate for printing in pamphlet form. I'Je 
sincerely feel it has merit as an information resource 
and will have utility for many people. 
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ACCOMODATION 
Accommodation is the ability of the eye to focus ~hen 
an object is moved closer to the eye. Tbis mechanism is 
achieved by changes in shape of the crystalline lens in the 
eye. 
1 
ABSENCE OF ACCOMMODATION 
Absence of accommodation is the inability to change 
focus when an object is brought closer to one's eye. A 
person who has absence of accommodation cannot perform near 
tasks and the possible cause probably results from neuro-
logical dysfunction (central nervous system dysfunction). 
Whenever there is suspect of absence of accommodation, a 
neural specialist should be counsulted. 
2 
EXCESSIVE ACCOMMODATION 
Excessive accommodation is mainly caused by possible 
overstimulation of accommodative system with prolonged 
visual performance at near; unstable or irritable nervous 
conditions or infections. A person who has excessive ac-
commodation will experience visual discomfort associated 
with near work; periodic blurring of distance vision fol-
lowing near visual tasks; the need to hold reading materials 
or other near wort closer than expected; headache with near 
work. 
3 
INSUFFICIENCY OF ACCO~MODATION 
This is also known as inadequacy of accommodation and 
deficiency of accommodation. The probable causes for in-
sufficiency of accommodation are excessive near work; gen-
eral fatigue; exhaustion; variations in illumination; far-
sightedness; trauma; glaucoma and cataract. A person who 
has insufficiency of accommodation usually experiences 
visual discomfort, blurriness of distant objects and/or 
near vision, tearing, headache and general fatigue. 
4 
VISUAL ACUITY 
Acuteness or clearness of vision (especially of form 
vision) is dependent on the sharpness of the focus at the 
back of the eye; the sensitivity of the nervous elements; 
and the way the brain interprets information. Factors in-
volved in the clearness of vision are minimum visible (light 
sense), minimum separable (resolving power), and psycholo-
gical interpretations. Visual acuity varies with which 
part of the retina (back of the eye) is stimulated, the state 
of light adaptation of the eye, general illumination, back-
ground contrast, the size and color of the object, the ef-
fect of refraction of the eye and the time of exposure. 
Clinically, it is measured with a Snellen Chart in terms of 
the Snellen fraction such as 20/20, 20/100. 
5 
20/20, 20/10 or 20/40 AND WHAT DO THEY MEAN! 
20/20, 20/10 or 20/40 are Snellen fractions used in 
recording one's clearness of vision. The top number in-
dicates the testing distance in feet; the bottom number 
indicates the size of letter one will see at a specific 
distance. For instance, 20/20 means testing distance is 
20 feet and one can see a letter a normal person will see 
at 20 feet. 20/10 means a 20 feet testing distance and a 
person can see the letter size which can be seen by a nor-
mal person at 10 feet; thus he will have better than 20/20 
vision. For the same token, 20/40 means 20 feet testing 
distance and a person can see letters which can be seen by 
a normal person at 40 feet, therefore he will have vision 
worse than 20/20. 
6 
DARK ADAPTATION 
This is the adjustment of the eye occurring under 
reduced illumination in which the sensitivity of the eye 
to the light is greatly increased, The process usually 
takes place five minutes after a person has been kept in 
the darkness and is due to the building up of visual pur-
ple (rhodopsin) in the retinal rod cells. 
7 
LIGHT ADAPTATION 
Light Adaptation is the adjustment of the eye occur-
ing in the sunlight or in bright illumination, with reduced 
concentration of the photsensitive pigments of the eye. The 
process usually takes place in less than one minute. 
8 
AMBLYOPIA 
Amblyopia is a condition of reduced visual acuity 
which cannot be corrected by refractive means (e.g. lenses) 
and is not due to obvious structural or pathological ocular 
anormalies. Generally, it is detected by the measurement 
of visual acuity after the correction of any refractive 
error which may be present. Clinically, amblyopia is said 
to exist if vision is 20/30 or worse, or if the vision of 
an eye is less (or worse) than that of its fellow. 
9 
AHBL'·'OPIA EX ANOPSIA 
Amblyonia ex anopsia is due to non-use or prolonged 
disuse of the eye. It is usually associated with strab-
ismus (cross-eye) or anisometro·nio (difference in the 
refractive powers of the two 67fBR) and vision may be par-
tially or totally recoverable. There are t1,ro types of 
amblyopia ex anopsia: 1. Am':Jlyopia of arrest, in which 
case the reduced vision is a result of failure in normal 
development of visu8l acuity with maturation, and 2. Am-
blyopia of extinction in which case vision is reduced from 
that previously attained, thus being recoverable. Am-
blycpia ex anopsia is usually treated by eye TJatching and 
visual training. 
10 
ANISEIKONIA 
Aniseikonia is the relative difference in the size of 
the images of the two eyes. It can be hereditary in nature 
or acquired. A person having aniseikonia will generally 
experience discomfort of vision, headache, blurring of vision 
or double vision. A person who suspects aniseikonia should 
be sent for eikonometric evaluation. In most cases, special 
kinds of magnifying lenses are prescribed for the specific 
needs. 
11 
·' . t . 
·1Yl:l. sorne ,rop.la :! s the relativo di:ff'n:c>encc in the I'e-
fract:i.vc stai~;es (' f the tuo eyes, one e· ~ e re ·-, ni <:""in ro; n r'i if-
forent lens correction tban t~e otl er. Anjsome~ropia 0ill 
cause possible discomfort of vision, blurriness of vision, 
difficulty in rc adin~, nnusen, headache and do~ l le vision. 
Possible signs of nnisometrop; a ):j re head rotation cr t:i.lt 
es >ecin.lly in close Hork; tendency to close or cover cne 
CO~C'rect c d by US).ng lens e s \.•j:i th c'liff··rent ~lO' . ._r (_: ~·s f' C I' (!_iff-
ere:nt eyes. 
1 ?. 
Anomalous retinal ccrres~onrt~nce is a type of binocular 
dysfunction ccurring freouentl;:,r in strabismus (cr'oss-eyes) 
~-n ;-.rhich t'ne foveae (the rnost sensi t~_ve spots c:f' tl1e eyes) 
of thr; h.ro eyes de not r<;:i.ve rise :~o commrn visusl di.rectlon-
altzat·ion. The fovea of one eye funct_;;ons dir'ecti.c-:na11y 
r.-d. t~h an 8xt:'afovcal nrea of the othrr eye. 
APHAKIA 
Aphakia is the absence of the crystalline lens of the 
eye, due most frequently to surgical removal, occasionally 
due to injury or ulcer. Usually in aphakia there is loss 
in visual acuity, both far and near. There is absence of 
the ability to change focus. 
14 
OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANTS 
There are three types of optometric assistants: 
A. Office Assistant - An individual who 
performs duties such as those of a 
secretary-receptionist, without for-
mal academic training of a technical 
nature. 
B. Optometric Technician - An individual 
who has obtained formal training to 
the Associate of Arts level or its 
equivalent which is a basic course 
curriculum and includes training in 
contact lens assistance, visual train-
ing and visual field testing. 
c. Optometric Technologist - An indivi-
dual who has formal education in a 
program designed to develop proficien-
cy in relating the principles of phy-
sical, social, biological or behavioral 
sciences to optometry. 
15 
ASTIGMATISM 
Astigmatism is a condition of the eye in which 
the rays of light are not all focused on the retina, 
resulting in a distorted focus rather than a sharp, 
point focus. Higher degrees of astigmatism cause 
distorted and blurred vision. Smaller degrees usually 
cause symptoms of eyestrain such as headache, fatigue, 
and loss of achievement. There are many types of 
astigmatism and they are corrected by wearing specially 
ground glasses or contact lenses. 
17 
RESIDUAL ASTIGHATISM 
This is also called physiologic astigmatism, and repre-
sents the difference between coraeal astigmatism and total 
astigmatism. It is the inability of the internal components 
of the eye to bring incident light to a point focus or a 
focus . of rays all in one plane. See astigmatism. 
18 
BLINDNESS 
Blindness is the inability to see or the absence or 
severe reduction of vision. Blindness can be hereditary, 
which might be due to malformation of the eye; or functional, 
which might be due to psychic disturbance or malingering; or 
acquired, .which might be due to trauma, accident or poison-
ing. In the United States, a person can be classified as 
blind if his visual acuity is 20/200 or less in the better 
eye after correction, or a person's visual field is no greater 
than 20 degrees. 
19 
COLOR BLINDNESS 
Color blindness is a misleading, but commonly used term 
which includes all forms of defective color vision, however 
mild or severe. Usually color blindness is a sex-linked 
hereditary defect. Color blindness occurs in about 8% of 
all males and 3% of all females. There is no cure for color 
blindness. 
20 
NIGHT BLINDNESS 
Night blindness is the abnormal or complete loss of 
vision in dim light. It can be caused by malnutrition; 
vitamin A deficiency, or prolonged exposure to bright light. 
A person with night blindness always experiences slow dark 
adaptation; reduced vision in the dark, and restricted visual 
fields. 
21 
CATARACT 
Cataract is any opacity or cloudiness of the crystalline 
lens of the eye. Cataract begins with small opacities and 
gradually becomes larger over a long course of time. People 
over 55 of age are most likely to develop a cataract. There 
are no known medicines which '~ill dissolve cataracts. How-
ever, in the early stages of most cataracts, improved vision 
can be accomplished by a change in the lens prescription. 
Cataract surgery is usually performed when a person cannot 
see well enough to do the things normal in his daily life. 
22 
CHALAZION 
Oh l . . . Ft azJ.on lS n small twnor of the e~elid caused by 
-! nflamma tion of one c f the mc:t b orrli 8n gl >: nds of the 1id. 
It i_s charactod.zecl by n g"aclua1 r' ainless SI . Yelling of the 
rdand Hi i;hout ···ross j_nfl~mm2,tory s i p;hs. Chalazion m:Lrrht 
canse astigmatism • . 
COLOBOMA 
Coloboma is any defect in which a portion of a structure 
of an eye is absent. It may be congenital, pathological, or 
operative. The majority of cases are due to incomplete clo-
sure of the fetal fissure and are located inferiorly. 
24 
CONVERGENCE 
Vergence is the term applied to simultaneous ocular 
movements in which the eyes are directed to an object some-
where in front of the nose. The term convergence is given 
when the eyes rotate inward toward each other. 
25 
.CONVERGENCE EXCESS 
Convergence excess is also known as over-convergence. 
The possible causes for convergence in excess are excessive 
near work, disease, drug that reduces the focusing system of 
the eyes. A person who shows convergence excess usually 
experiences the inability to perform at near for extended 
periods. He usually holds work close, has possible dis-
comfort of vision (eyestrain), headaches, blurred vision, 
far or near and occasional double vision. Con~ergence ex-
cess is usually treated by visual training and spectacles, 
26 
CONVERGENCE INSUFFICIENCY 
Convergence insufficiency is also known as underconver-
gence or convergence weakness. The possible causes for this 
are uncorrected nearsightedness; drugs that increase eye-fo-
cusing activity. Obvious symptoms of convergence insufficiency 
are double vision, inability to perform at near for extended 
periods of time, eyestrain and blurred vision. Possible treat-
ments are vision exercises and/or use of prism lenses. 
27 
DIOPTER 
A diopter is the basic unit used to describe the 
refractive power (ability to bend a ray of light) of a 
lens. A lens of refractive power one diopter will have 
a focal length of one meter. The number of diopters of 
power is equal to the reciprocal of the focal length in 
meters. or the number 39.5 divided by the focal length 
in inches. As a unit of curvature. the diopter is equal 
to the reciprocal of the radius of curvature in meters. 
The unit was first proposed by Monoyer to designate the 
refractive power of a lens of optical system. 
28 
PRISM DIOPTER 
A unit proposed by Prentice to quantify the amount a 
ray of light is deviated by an opthalmic prism. The number 
is equal to 100 times the tanp,ent of the. anr,le of deviation. 
Thus a prism of one prism diopter will deviate light 1 
centimeter from its original path if measured at a distance 
of 1 meter from the prism. 
29 
DIPLOPIA 
The condition when a single object is perceived as 
tl-JO objects rather than one; double vision. 
PHY~HOLOGICAL Dr~·LOPIA 
The form of double vision which can be induced in a 
normal sighted person by altering vi .nwing conditions such 
that the obs~rver perceives a single object as two objects. 
PATHOLOGIC.!\L DIPLo::·IA 
The form of double vision which exists under normBl 
viewing conditions, in which the observer perceives a 
single object as t1;vo objects when he should see only one. 
CROSSED DU1LOPIA 
Double vision in which the image belonging to the 
right eye is displaced to the left of tbe image belonging 
to the left eye. Also, heterogenous dinlopia. 
UNCROSSED DIPLOPIA 
Double vision in which the image of the right eye 
appears to the right of the image belonging to the left 
eye. Also, homogenous diplopia . 
30 
DIVERGENCE 
When the two eyes are involved, the lines of sight are 
represented as being outward from parallelism. That is, 
the lines of sight would intersect behin4 the eyes if extended. 
When one eye is considered• it is a movement of the line of 
sight outward from a straight ahead position. It can also refer 
to a bundle of light rays emanating from a point source of light. 
A minus lens has this property. 
31 
DIURETICS 
A substance which tends to increase tbe flow of urine, 
by increr.sirtg the rate of urine formation. There are two 
basic forms of diuresis obtainable by drugs; one refers to 
the increase in urine volume void; the other to the net 
loss of solute and water. The most important medicinal 
property of these drugs is in the mobilization of edema 
fluid, the.t is, the production of a negative extra-cell-
ular fluid balance. The drugs are used frequently to 
decrease intraocular pressure in attacks of acute narrow 
angle glaucoma. 
32 
OCULAR DOHINANCE 
The superiority of one eye over the other in some perce.ptual 
or motor task. The term is usually applied to those superiorities 
in function which are not based on the difference in visual 
acuities ~etween the two eyes• or on a possible imbalance of 
muscle control of one of the eyes. This is usually demonstrated 
in the clinic by eliciting a sighting preference from the patient, 
just as one would observe which eye the patient would use if 
he were shooting a gun or looking into a telescope. Frequently, 
ocular dominance is mised• and patients show a preference of 
either of the two eyes according to the function demanded. 
33 
Partial n.h:i li ty to perceive and understand pr·i nted 
l·J'Ords. UsuFlly lotter•s are understood F'Dd p8rcrdved 
clearl~v, thouo'h the vJOrc' they comnri se are not understood. 
Dysagnosia is a form of this nnnmaly, 1n w1 ich there is 
sn inability to comnrehend only cnrtain words. Dysan-
itself t11e sub,iect not brdno: able tc eou;v Hri t:Lnr; al-
thou.o.:h \.vords cnn be seen. 
EDEMA 
An excessive accumulation of fluid in the intercellular 
tissue spaces of the body. The cornea is particularly sen-
sitive to this condition, and is frequently noted when contact 
lenses are worn for an excessive period of time, or when they 
are ill-fitting; and in various diseases of the eye such as 
glaucom~. It has been most recently noted that tissue swelling 
due to excess fluid accumulation may be the side effect of 
contraceptives specifically, and other drugs of various genera. 
36 
ENO; · :-p~T 1\LHO fj 
A recession of thn eyeb~ll into tho orbit. One eye 
r,.;ould anneer Less nrominent th:'t its f(3lloH, :mel fre':•uently 
the lids 0f this receded eye will be most nearly closed, 
cr 'at:i.ng 8. nar'rohrEn:"' f:i. s~e,ure t"bsn is nrose,-.t:; :i_n the ot1-v:r 
eye. There may be many CRuseR for this chnnge in ~osition 
of the globe, and it is always a hasis for medical cval-
uat~on. 
.37 
ESOPHORIA 
The i~ard turning, or the amount of imward turning, of 
the two eyes relative to each other as manifested in the absence 
of binocular fusion of a fixation target as when that fusion 
is made impossible through various optical devices. It 
represents a posture of the eyes in which the lines of sight 
are inward of parallelism when binocular vision has been temporarily 
interrupted. 
39 
ESOTROPIA 
A form of strabismus in which one eye is turned inward 
toward the nose to a greater extent than the eye ~~hich is 
being employed to fixate the stimulus target. It may be 
unilateral, in which case one eye is always the one deviated 
inward; or alternating, in which case one eye is arbitrar-
ily deviated inward at one instance, and yet is the fixing 
eye in another viewing situation, with its fellow eye now 
being the one deviated inward. 
40 
'l'he di verpent turninr; (or turning of t1l"" oye out-
-v.rard.) of the t•:-ro eyos -r·elnti ve to each ott!r.r as manifested 
in the Bb sence of b inoc1J.lsr vimv · nr; cond:i. tions { H·hon the 
eves nre r:dmcd n-reciselv at tho 
'·' .L I ) 
same noint in sn8ce) 
8nd is usually prc:c i·ni tn ted b'.,r the usn ..--:r onthB1m i c pri srns. 
Th·i s rcpi•np.ents tlr:e -rest stnte of' tr:.e eyos i :c· they had 
been lookinp At n dis~ant object when r usion w~s int0rrupte~. 
EXOTROPIA 
Divergent strabismus. This is a form of strabismus in 
which one eye is turned away from the nose to a greater 
extent than its fellow eye, and often appears to the ob-
server to be looking at a wall to one side of the subject, 
rather than straight ahead. It may be a unilateral condition, 
in which one eye would always be the one aimed farther out-
ward from parallelism (in distance viewing); or alternating, 
in which either of the two eyes might be the one so erro-
neously aimed outward. 
42 
FIXATION 
The process, condition, or act of directing the eye 
toward the object of regard, causing, in a normal eye, the 
image of the object of regard to be placed or centered on 
the fovea of the eye, which is the area of most sensitive 
vision of the retina, and has the best visual acuity or 
ability to resolve fine detail. 
ECCENTRIC FIXATION 
This condition exists when the subject does not fixate 
a target using the central foveal area of the eye, but 
rather with some point nasal to the fovea. It is also 
known as false fixation, and anomalous fixation, and pseudo 
macular fixation. It is frequently present in strabismus 
when anomalous retinal correspondence is present, and can be 
demonstrated to be present in binocular viewing only, in which 
case it is termed fQcultative eccentric fixation; or both under 
binocular conditions and when the normally fixing eye is 
occluded, in which case it is known as obligatory eccentric 
fixation. 
F'UNDUS 
rrhis torm rof,"PS in a p~eners.l SAnS": to the :ins:ine of 
the FJye, tl:1-e curv!'ld inner surfece of the r:r.lobe DS v:i.eliF·d 
by the instrument that allo'ds the r'b p,r::)rver tn look throurrh 
tr-lO Dllpil of the obBf;rved eye. It :is a cono:.lomorato b"rm 
end ref',c;rs to t"e hack of tr-, e e:.,re n s 8 1vholr;, and repre-
8cnt8 t111:; anpo srancr~ of a.ll v:c:-c•ious s b'uc t 1 iJ''':S tr:\n ;-. oxi st 
/.) 
An oculr~r cH SP[1SG occurr·inn· fer mwn:r reasons, but 
'eJl:d.ch bns:i.cn.lly r~vidences :1. tselP by rn innrdinnte and 8b-
normal J..nc:."case !_n the nref1Sur::~ of t1~rCJ eyeball. 
stE\ble or SU8 tn 1 ned 1 nc ron se 5.n the i _  nt·r·nocular },)re ssnre, 
left untr'Aated, Hill c ~-,use d8trl"'p;o to tiH; e;rA' s structures 
on0 to its visual f nnct:i_on. The most evident visuAl 
si ,-ns of glaucoma nre reduced vi rmnl ucui ty, seeinrr, r:f 
cc-·lored bDlos ••ro1mrl ligl1ts, c'i:i_ sturbnd dr,·dc r-'l_dnn L·ion, Bnd 
s shr i nld.nrz of t~'e 8; :;;c o f t1·w fi~ld c f' vision; often 
accomnanie0 ~Y a hearlac~e. 
HYPEROPIA 
Hyperopia, also known as farsightedness, is the error of 
refraction in which rays of light entering the eye are brought 
to a focus behind the retina. The cause of hyperopia might 
be congenital or acquired. A hyperopic person usually ex-
periences eyestrain, which will be more prevalent with pro-
longed near work. He also experiences blurred vision and will 
have difficulties in adjusting from far to near or near to 
far. He will also tend to avoid visual tasks and have double 
vision occasionally. 
ILLUSION, OPTICAL 
An apparent visual experience induced by optical desip,n 
or optical circumstances unknown to the observer. These 
may include those distortions affected by trick mirrors or 
curved mirrors, trick projectors, or mirap,es. It is a 
visual experience misrepresenting the object of regard and 
created by artificial conditions. 
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ILLUSION• VISUAL 
The visual perception of a pattern 1 a view or a performance 
which does not reflect 1 represent 1 or convey the actual physi-
cal characteristics of the object of regard or particualr sti-
mulus being vie\V'ed. Hany times this form of distortion is 
achieved through unusual changes in perspective not ordinarily 
encountered in every day life 1 leading the observer to a mis-
taken assumption. 
INTERPUPILLARY DISTANCE 
The distance bet\'leen the centers of the pupils • 
which is usually measured in millimeters, For convenience 
(and for accuracy in some ocular anomalies) the distance 
is often taken to be as the distance from the temporal 
limbus of one eye to the nasal limbus of the other when the 
eyes are in the primary or straight ahead position of gaze. 
It is usually abbreviated as P,D, 
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INTRA-OCULAR PRESSURE (lOP) 
Intraocular pressure is the pressure inside the eye 
and is usually in the range of 10-22 rnm. of mercury. The 
most frequent intraocular pressures are 15-16 rnm. of mercury. 
The pressure inside the eye is maintained by constant flow 
of fluid that fills the inner eye, The disturbance in the 
production and/or drainage of the eye may cause an increase 
of intra-ocular pressure to a point that causes progressive 
harm to vision; the condition is then known as glaucoma. 
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~n inflammnt~cn (reddenin~) of the cornea usually 
characterized by loss of transnnre~cy and ~ullness, due 
to c ellul::r infil trR ti on Emd vs_sculnri za tion ( Prolifer-
ation of blood ves:~ els). There i.s IISU[-l.lly Df.1in, tearing, 
photophobia, rnd l~ss of ability to perceive f1ne detail. 
See pbotopbobja. 
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in r,-rh-ich it hecomes dofor:mnd, .l88Ving its nox>mr<l. cor<1e-
.shaue to heconw mor0 conicB.l. Tt i8 Clue to a tbin:':'lin,o: snd 
the tisAue in its c~ntral aree. 'Phe 
condition nsunll.y occurs nurinf2: p1.1herty, -is usually present 
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LEARNING DISABILITY 
Children with learning disability usually have vision 
problems. There might be inadequate development of the 
sensory-motor-perceptual process, environmental depriva-
tions, biochemical imbalance, neurological damage, or emo-
tional problems. A learning disabled child cannot perform 
as well as children of the same age in a learning situation 
although of normal intelligence, He will also show occa-
sional frustrations and discouragement. He will have a short 
attention span, be hyperactive, and have poor motor coordin-
ation, A learning disabled child is always classified as a 
slower learner and often fails at school. An expanded eval-
uation of visual perception, visual motor performace should 
be given whenever learning disability is suspected, 
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BIFOCAL LENS 
Bifocal lens is a spectacle lens of two portions whose 
focal powers differ from each other, Usually the upper 
portion is larger and is for distant vision, and the lower 
portion is smaller and is for near vision. 
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CONTACT LENSES 
A contact lens is a small, shell-like, bowl-shaped glass 
or plastic lens that rests directly on the eye. It is in 
contact with the cornea (front part of the eye) or the sclera 
(white part of the eye) or both, serving as a new front sur-
face of the eye and/or retainer for fluid between the cornea 
and the contact lens. Ordinarily it is used to correct re-
fractive errors of the eye. 
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LENS, OPHTHALMIC 
Lens is a piece of glass or other transparent substance 
having two opposite regular surface, either plane or curved, 
and functioning as a part or all of an optical system. When 
a lens is used for correcting or measuring refractive errors 
of the eye and/or compensating for ocular muscle imbalance, 
they are called ophthalmic lenses. A convergence lens is 
always used to correct far-sightedness, while a divergent 
lens is always used for correcting near-sightedness. 
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PHOTOCHROMATIC LENSES 
Photochromatic lenses are designed to darken when 
exposed to sunlight and then return to a relatively clear 
form under normal indoor illumination. The darkening pro-
cess of the lens takes place only when sunlight directly 
hits the lens. If the patient is behind the wheel of a 
conventional car, for example, the sun's rays are blocked 
by the windshield and the lens color may remain unchanged. 
The reversal of the darkening process sometimes takes as 
long as fifteen minutes and the lens does not always become 
as clear as an untinted lens. 
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MALINGERING 
Malingering is the term given to simulated blindness or 
simulated visual problems. Malingering usually is caused by 
the fear of blindness, avoidance, or even a desire for glasses. 
In a malingering case, there is an absence or reduction of 
vision without apparent refractive or pathologic cause. A 
I 
malingerer usually has psychological and/or behavioral pro-
blems. 
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MAXWELL SPOT 
Max~~ell spot is a test used clinically to detect ab-
normal fixation of the eye or the integrity of the foveal 
area (the most sensitive area of the eye). Max'Jlell spot is 
seen as a circle surrounded by a blue halo when the eye is 
observing a diffusely illuminated blue-colored light. The 
spot appears at the point where the eye is aimed. 
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MUSCAE VOLITANTES 
Muscae volitantes is also known ·as vitreous floaters. A 
person sees spots before his eyes. The cause is unknD"tm and 
it is speculated that a degenerative change in the vitreous 
is the possible cause. The phenomenon is non-pathological in 
nature. 
MYOPIA 
Myopia, also known as nearsightedness, is that error of 
refraction of the eye in which rays of light entering the eye 
are brought to a focus in front of the retina, The causes 
of nearsightedness can be either hereditary or environmental 
in origin, A myopic person always experiences blur vision at 
distant objects, However, satisfactory near vision usually 
is attainable by proper placement of the object and there is 
a rule that a myopic person (not corrected) always moves ob-
jects closer to his face in order to see. 
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NIGHT MYOPIA 
Night myopia is a type of nearsightedness which occurs 
when a person is under dim light, as in twilight or at night. 
Night myopia is a normal phenomenon experienced by almost 
every person to some degree. Almost everyone experiences 
difficulty in seeing signs or driving under conditions of 
reduced illumination and this is called night myopia. 
PROGRESSIVE MYOPIA 
Progressive myopia is a type of nearsightedness which 
increases at an abnormally rapid rate or increases after 
maturity. As a result, a person who is progressively my-
opic needs a change of lenses frequently in order to see well 
at far distances, The possible causes for this are heredi-
tary, excessively long eyeball and possible development of an 
abnormally small cornea, The best therapy for progressive 
myopia now is using contact lenses. 
NYSTAGUMUS 
Nystagmus is the involuntary rapid movement of the eye-
ball, which may be horizontal, vertical,rotatopy or mixed. 
The probable causes of nystagmus are reduction of vision, 
paresis of eye muscles, nervous system dysfunctions. A 
person with nystagmus often experiences double vision and 
reduction of vision. 
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OCCLUSION (EYE PATCHING) 
Occlusion, known as eye patching, is a procedure often 
used on a person who has visual acuity worse than 20/40 in 
one eye. Occlusion is used to improve vision. There are 
several types of occlusion: the most common one used is 
direct (the good eye is patched), inverse (the poor eye is 
patched), or partial (patching of a portion of the field of 
vision). 
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OPACITY 
Opacity is a discrete or generalized portion of certain 
normally transparent tissues or structures of the eye which 
have lost their usual degree of transparency and hence has 
become relatively opaque. Opacity of any media of the eye 
will probably cause the reduction of vision. The most common 
opacity of the eye occurs in crystalline lens and is called 
cataract, 
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PERINETRY 
Perimetry is the determination of the extent of the vis-
ual field for various types and intensities of stimuli. It 
is usually for the purpose of diagnosing and localizing dis-
turbances in the visual pathway. 
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PINGUECULA 
Pinguecula is a benign degenerative tumor that appears 
as a yellowish-white, slightly elevated, oval-shaped tissue 
mass on either side of the cornea. It usually occurs in 
both eyes and causes a cosmetic defect. Treatment is usual-
ly unnecessary. 
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PHOTOPHOBIA 
Photophobia is a case of abnormal intolerance or fear 
of light. The possible causes are glare 1 excessive illum-
ination 1 cataract development and inflammation of various 
parts of the eye. An initial contact lens wearer will also 
always experience photophobia. A photophobic person always 
shows an abnormal rate of blinking 1 tearing whenever they 
face a bright 11ght 1 and wearing dark glasses indoors or I. 
at night. Whenever a person experiences photophobia 1 in-
flammation of the different parts of the eye should be 
speculated. 
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PRESBYOPIA 
When the focusing ability of an individual's eyes has 
decreased to the point where vision at his reading distance 
becomes blurry and difficult. Presbyopia usually occurs 
between the age of 40 and 45. Presbyopia is not a disease, 
a gradual loss of focusing ability is normal for everyone. 
There is no way to prevent presbyopia although its effects 
can be compensated for by the use of properly prescribed 
glasses. 
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PTERYGIUM 
Pterygium is a triangular fold at the edge of the cornea 
and usually advances progressively over the cornea, Ptery-
giums occur commonly in the tropics and subtropics, particu-
larly among those whose eyes are easily irritable by wind and 
sunlight. There is an absence of symptoms for pterygium; 
however, it might cause cosmetic defect. Surgical removal 
is usually done on pterygium but often it will re-occur, 
especially on a person who lives in a tropical area. 
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PUPILLARY REFLEX 
This is a name given when a focused beam of light is 
shown before the eyes, either at the midline between the eyes, 
or directly on the visual axis before one eye, and a bright 
point relection is obtained from the cornea, indicating the 
direction that the eye is aimed. It is used to determine 
the quality and direction of fixation of the two eyes toget-
ther and each of the eyes separately. 
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REFRACTION 
Refraction is the altering of tre pathway of light 
from its original direction as a re·sult of passing through 
media ~-lith different refractive indices (the ratio of 
light in air to light in the medium used). Refraction is 
also known as the process of refractinp;, especially as it 
refers to the professional determination of the optical 
error of the eye· Rnd the correction r:,f that error by the 
use of lenses. Refraction is performed in every visual 
ex9mination. 
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RETINA 
This is the layer of the internal eye composed of the 
light receptors and nervous components responsible for seeing. 
It is a thin• transparent membrane that is composed of 
ten layers of cells and their parts. and completely lines the 
back two-thirds of the globe. The region of greatest sensi-
tivity is the fovea at the posterior pole of the eye. and 
it is this small area that is also responsible for perception 
of color. Only cones are present in this area. whereas rods 
comprise the rest of the retina. 
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RETINAL DE'T'ACHNRHT 
The very thin transparent membrane containing the visual 
rec eptors of the eye loses its attachment to the inner 
surfa.c e of the rdobe of the eye. It begins •;ri th a small 
area of detachment, and usually grows :in tloe am:mnt of 
area separated from the globe if left untr :o:ated. The 
patient will notice a sudd0n loss of vision in a portion 
of the visual field, and often will hRve fore\ .. Jarning of 
an impending detachmentthrough sensations of flickering 
lights or color. 
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RETDTITIS PIGMENTOSA 
A primary degeneration of one of the layers of the retina 
which isfollowed by a migration of pigment into the area 
afflicted. It always begins in the most peripheral parts 
of the retina, and progresses until only a small of is-
land of retina at the posterior pole of the retina remains 
unafflicted. This is the a~ea of most sensitive vision, 
however. The main effect of the disease is night blindness, 
and a progressive shrinking of the visual field until 
tunnel vision remains. Tt is a hereditary affliction, 
and affects both eyes. 
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SCLERA 
5.t entirely czcept for tlw small port:i. o:~1 on tt;e front of 
the eye ttwt is l:Um a c.Lenr r.vinrlO\•T (cornAa). It has 
essentially no blood vessels in j_ t, ·nut mny a.o:s1ear ~'J:ink 
at t:1_mes r)ec "1.:we 8. thin trnnsnar·ent memll :•ane that covers 
j_ t becomes inflmned 3t times. 
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An isol~t s d area or island of blindnPss or reducc G vis-
ual sensi t -~ vi ty in the visual fiold Hhich is surrounded 
by an area r-f normal vision or of less depre8sod sensi-
tivity. The norm~~l blind spot of the n;re is o.n absolute 
scotoma, i.e. an area ~bsolutoly insenqitivo to li~ht 
(absolutely blind). S1wh an e.ro a, exc ent for t'>e normal 
blind .<e.pot, :Ls :i..nd:icati.vo of rJisearL' and srwuld be ;,)x-
nmined ~)y a pbysician. 
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STEREOPSIS 
Visual perception of depth in space. Tite recognition 
of three dimensional space based on a slight non-correspondence 
of image points on the retinas of the two eyes. It is necessary 
that both eyes be working together in order to see depth, one 
eye alone will not perceive space as three dimensional, though 
it is still possible to tell the relative distance of objects. 
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STRA.BIS'HJS 
The condition of the two eyeballs in rhich both eyes are 
not working together> as a unit under normal viewing con-
ditions. Frequently one of the eyes is! noticed to be 
pointed in a noticeably different direction, such as in 
towe:rd the ,nose, <Dllr" out townrd tr·10 wall. Less connnonly 
the~~e may be a deviation up or doHn. See exotro:lia and/ 
or esotropia. 
1\n incir:: entrtl or accomr)8.ny:ing suh:lective ind:Lcntion 
of a disease, u disorder, or an anomnly (abnormal con-
dition). A conwlaint of part\culnr noto relotod to the 
doctor hy h is patient to T,,rl·1ich he mAy attac11 nrofossional 
sJ r~nific 0 nce. Not all s;•mn toms sur; r:;e st somet: inp; :-.rr'C'1r~ • 
. ~~.3 
SYNDROME 
An· accumulation of more than tl·lO signs or characteristics 
that suggest the presence of a particular disease, or lesion, 
an anomaly (abnormal condit~on) 1 a type, or a classification. 
A list of predisposing factors that allow a doctor to diagnose 
a known malady. 
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TANGENT SCREEN 
Tangent screen is a device used to test the central 
30° of the visual field, Tangent screen is usually con-
sisted of a large plane surface of blacl: cloth or other mater-
ial mounted so as to be perpendicular to the strightforward 
direction of view of the subject and at a convenient distance, 
usually one meter. Physiological blindspot and/or any re-
striction in the central visual field can always be plotted 
out on a tangent screen, 
S5 
TONOHETRY 
The measurement of the pressure within the eyeball. The 
pressure within the eye may be quantified exactly by the use of 
a tonometer• or may be estimated by lir,htly touching the globe 
through the upper eyelid with the fingers. The significance of 
this pressure measurement is the possibility of glaucoma. which 
seriously and insidiously elevates the pressure \V'ithin the eyes. 
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TRANSLUCENT 
Pertaining to a substance which transmits light diffusely 
so that objects viewed throup,h it are not clearly distin-
guished. A partially transparent medium through which light 
passes but which scatters part of the light to yield an 
unclear image of an object on the opposite side of the ob-
server. 
8? 
COLOR VI')JOI"T 
Cclor v:i s:Lon is a sen~;ory or nercentual cr'rn:·· onent of 
visual ex·:·eeiencr;_, cl1.aracter:L~od by l~he sensation cf hue, 
brightnes 9, a ::·1d s ·:turc, tion, and usually n.-r'i sing from, or 
i..n resnonse tn, the stj_mul".t5on of the :eetina b;r radiation 
of li~ht of different narts of the visual spectrum. 
LOH VLD~OJ:·.r 
A condition where the vi_sunl acuity of neither e:re 
cAn be c orrected to ?O ~ln or better, or th~ visunl field 
of the eyes is reduced severely. The most distin~uishinp 
ch~ractcris~ic of the nationt in this clnssificnti.on is 
limitation to subnormnl vision through a ll conV<) n t ional 
mett-Jods of correction, and for smne cns e s, throug l any 
method conceivable. 
VISUAL EVOKED RESPONSES 
Visual evoted responses is a new technique now under 
development to quickly and accurately diagnose all functions 
normally examined in clinical tests of vision. This is an 
objective method of telling whether a person is able to see. 
There is no subjective responses necessary and the test us-
ually only takes a very brief period. By using visual evo-
ked responses technique, we can test children, malingerers, 
or persons with speech deficiencies. However, the techni-
que is still under the development stage and is not avail-
able for private offices as it is relatively expensive and 
it also needs very special trainings in order to interpret 
the results. 
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VISUAL FIELD 
Visual field is the area or extent of space visible to 
an eye in a given position. The average extent is approx-
imately 60° inward and 95° outward, when the eye is in the 
straight forward position. Therefore, a nomal person will have 
a visual field of about 180° when both of his eyes are open-
ed; so when he is driving or looking straight ahead, he will 
have "side vision" to enable him to be aware of what is going 
on to his right or to his left. 
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VISUAL TRAINING 
The teaching and drilling process for the improvement of 
visual perception and/or for the coordination of the two eyes 
for more efficient and comfortable vision. It frequently 
involves the strengthening of the muscles of the eye. and also 
teaching the patient to recognize thinp,s in visual world 
of which he was previously una\-lare. See orthoptics. 
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XEROSIS (OF THE CONJUNCTIVA) 
A dry• thickened degeneration of the thin membrane that 
covers the white part of the eye due to a failure of its m-1n 
process of secreting fluids to lubricate it. It begins with 
isolated dry patches which may increase in size and number and 
become rough and wrinkled as the condition worsens. 
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